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Machines, Minds, and Mandrakes: New Narratives for an Old Battle
1.	From Byres to Bytes: AI, AI, and Narrative Neophobia


As someone who grew up in a region where livestock farming was a major industry, headlines about ‘the dangers of AI’ and the like invariably cause a momentary doubletake; why is everyone so worried about Artificial Insemination? However, my acronymic confusion is more than a sign of impending mental decline; the current anxieties about ‘our’ AI within cyber were prefigured in earlier fears of the purely biological AI. In 1911, Hans Ewers published Alraune (The Mandrake), in which Professor Ten Brinken (one of the great mad scientists of literature) creates a child through the inseminating a prostitute with the semen of a hanged murder. The child grows up to be a beautiful but deadly femme fatale, her ‘unnatural’ genesis leaving her devoid of morality or conscience. Things, unsurprisingly, do not end well, and the ultimate message of the novel is, of course, ‘There Are Some Things Man Was Not Meant To Know’ – like Frankenstein or Faust, Ten Brinken embodies the Promethean message that the human urge for knowledge can all too easily lead to disaster. Science exists within culture, and as such is shaped and bounded by the narratives we tell and are told from our earliest days; the stories we currently tell about science and technology are profoundly unhelpful if we are ever going to advance beyond our current state of disquiet, if not outright fear, of the potential offered by IT and AI. It is but a short step from Alraune to films like Ex Machina or Demon Seed, or a series such as Westworld, narratives presenting machine sentience as profoundly troubling on a psychological, rather than technical level; they are essentially Oedipus Rex with silicon chips, stories of our non-human ‘children’ rising up to supplant us (and, in the case of Demon Seed, literally springing from the union of a computer and a flesh and blood mother). My contention here is as follows:

	We are creatures built of narrative; as Grant Morrison puts it in Supergods, ‘we live in the stories we tell ourselves’

	The prevailing narratives dealing with science and technology in general, and AI in particular, are hindering our abilities to engage with these issues in a constructive and level-headed manner

	We need to do better than this, and in order to do so, we need to be thinking about the construction of new narratives that actually examine the world as it is, rather than we might fear it to be, and which also suggest alternative, positive visions of the future.

The problem, of course, is that human beings always evaluate the world on the basis of past knowledge and experience, and that the stories in which we live are powerful and pervasive. As John Sladek puts is in The New Apocrypha:

If hundreds of millennia of fervour haven’t cleansed the human soul of blood-lust, how is it expected that three centuries of science should have managed the job?

2.	Frankenstein  on Wheels

At 10 p.m. on March 18th of this year, Elaine Herzberg achieved a dubious kind of immortality, when she became the first human being to be killed by an autonomous vehicle, as she wheeled her bicycle across a road in Tempe, Arizona.  She was not the first person to be killed by a robot (that was the American engineer Robert Williams, who died in 1971 when an industrial robot struck him in the head), but her death has added fuel to the fire blazing over the concept of self-driving vehicles and autonomous machines in general. The full facts of the case have yet to come to light, but it is a racing certainty that the fault lay not in the car, but in the human calculations concerning hazard avoidance and collision detection which were programmed into it. If you have read Ralph Nader’s Unsafe at Any Speed or seen Fight Club, you will be all-too aware of the corners cut over safety to pedestrians and passengers throughout the history of the automotive industry; cars have never been made as safe as they can be, but as safe as the manufacturers believe they should be, motivated by thoughts of profit. However, this individual tragedy is presented as one chapter in the continuing story of hostile machines out for human blood. On the basis of existing statistics, we can estimate that over 30, 000 Americans will die on the roads this year; there will be no corresponding calls to ban cars driven by humans. We live in a world where, somewhat unsurprisingly, we view ourselves as the apex species, and neglect the fact that AI-driven vehicles will be quicker, cleaner, and overwhelmingly safer – because centuries of novels and decades of films have told us that the machines are out to get us. Our narratives state that machines are slaves, not tools, and from Spartacus to The Matrix, the stories say that slaves will always rebel against their masters. More than this, from the Cybermen to Blade Runner’s replicants, we can see a repeated theme of human/non-human intermingling, of the blurring of clear distinctions between Man and Machine, something which seems to offend against all that is ‘natural’ and ‘God-given’; the fears of racial blending of earlier eras has been replaced by a desire to maintain a human/machine apartheid – and we know how well that turned out. Instead of tales of humans becoming less human through technological augmentation, we need to revisit work such as Clynes and Kline’s 1960 article ‘Cyborgs and Space’, which, like The Six Million Dollar Man in the 1970s, told us how we could be ‘Better…Stronger…Faster’:

adapting man to his environment, rather than vice versa, will not only mark a significant step forward in man's scientific progress, but may well provide a new and larger dimension for man's spirit as well. 

It is time to start thinking about telling stories about becoming more than human…

3.	Priests and Prophets
I am a combat epistemologist. (It’s my job to study hostile philosophies, and disrupt them.)

(Charles Stross, The Annihilation Score)
In 1965, the lead article in Time magazine was a study of the early stages of the computer revolution. ‘The Cybernated Generation’ gives us a glimpse of a time when computers were still hulking mainframes, the property of businesses, universities, and the military. As a historical record, the article is fascinating in itself, but of more relevance here is its description of those who work with these strange new machines. ‘crisp, young, white-shirted men who move softly among them like priests serving in a shrine’. The idea of a technological priesthood is long gone; we now live in an age of religious wars between acolytes of the various operating systems and programming languages, in a world where the proliferation of social media creates a free for all of conflicting voices. As Adam Curtis says:

"What we have is a cacophony of individual narratives, everyone wants to be the author of their own lives, no one wants to be relegated to a part in a bigger story; everyone wants to give their opinion, no one wants to listen. It's enchanting, it's liberating, but ultimately it's disempowering because you need a collective, not individual, narrative to achieve change"

While no-one would wish to return to the idea of a ruling technocratic elite, the sense of a mystique, an alluring attraction linked to technology would be a useful corrective to today’s all-pervading banality, and a sense that the future has somehow stalled. The prevailing narratives are of commercialization, commodification, surveillance and control; we need to be offering dreams, hopes, and ideals that can inspire innovation and engagement.  We need, in short, a healthy dose of combat epistemology. In 2011, the SF writer Neal Stephenson, working with Arizona State University’s Center for Science and the Imagination, launched Project Hieroglyph, designed to promote stimulating, optimistic visions of possible futures, and the first volume of stories, Hieroglyph: Stories & Visions for a Better Future, was published in 2014. Stephenson was motivated by a sense of what he terms ‘innovation starvation’, the idea that no-one is coming up with Big Hairy Audacious Goals to drive progress, and he argues that it is ‘Time for the SF writers to start pulling their weight and supplying big visions that make sense.’ Those of us who work in this discipline need to be finding ways of sharing our own stories, of showing how what we do fires us up and drives us (if we can’t, we have a problem).  We will not recruit the next generation of cyber professionals with PowerPoints on GDPR; we need to be showing that what we do is important, but also that it is challenging, stimulating, and potentially amazing.  Warren Ellis puts it well: ‘We've just forgotten that the future is supposed to BE weird and wonderful. We're supposed to build that.’ And enticing, exciting narratives of intrepid cybernauts will be essential foundation stones.


